A computer-controlled system to perturb the ankle joint of freely standing cats trained to maintain a given force.
A computer-based system was developed to (1) train freely standing cats to match various target forces with the left hindlimb, (2) perturb the left ankle joint when the cat was maintaining a desired force and (3) compare reflex responses before and after decerebration. Cats quickly learned to stand unaided on 4 pedestals. During a training session, a range of target force windows was presented to the cat. A successful trial consisted of maintaining the force applied on the left rear pedestal within the target window for a preset time period. To assist the cat, a light was turned on whenever the force was within the target window. A food pellet reward was delivered by the computer after each successful trial. To test reflex responses, the position of the left hindlimb could be briefly perturbed by activating a servo-controlled printed motor configured to rotate the pedestal about the axis of the ankle joint. Perturbations that either flexed or extended the ankle joint were presented pseudo-randomly by the computer. This approach has been used to quantify the magnitude of muscle afferent volleys and the reflex EMG in ankle extensor muscles of normal and decerebrated cats, in response to similar mechanical perturbations. It has also been used to study dynamic features in the electroneurogram recorded from a cutaneous nerve by implanted nerve cuff electrodes, and the correlations among the electroneurogram, the vertical contact force applied on the pedestal and the force recorded from muscle tendons by implanted transducers. This approach may have general applications in the study of postural control, including the study of the discharge patterns of individual motor, sensory or spinal cord neurons in freely standing cats.